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Chair’s Statement
I became chair when John Litherland

stepped down at the end of 2019. He is a

hard act to follow and we are very grateful
to him for his sure judgement and steady
hand over many years. Although John

was very helpful easing me into the role

nothing could have prepared me for the

last 6 months or so. It is easy to forget the

feeling of anxiety and uncertainty gripping
the country as we queued to get into

supermarkets whose shelves had been

stripped bare and the UK had the highest
death toll in Europe.

We were very lucky to have Sara as our

manager and she has steered us through
this difficult period with an unflappable
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calmness, while managing to raise

significant sums through donations and
grants (at the same time doing an ILM

Leadership and Management course).
She had great support from Neil, the

Byker Operations Manager, who had only
recently arrived but soon showed he

could respond to anything which the crisis
threw up. Between them they were able

to re-open Byker safely and manage the
huge demand. I should also say that my

fellow trustees have been a great support,
keeping up with the latest developments

and contributing constructively to our new
fortnightly remote trustees meetings. Staff

and later volunteers were able to gradually
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return and we are grateful to them for their
patience and hard work.

At the same time as dealing with the

Coronavirus crisis we were desperately
trying to find new premises in Durham

with the impending demolition of the bus
station and our shop. After many months
of uncertainty promising premises fell

shape. Last year’s operating deficit has

been turned into a surplus and with the

additional money we have raised we now

have reserves which should see us through
any further crises. I hope that next year our
lives will be a little easier.

Ben Hoare, Chair of Trustees

through, but we finally obtained a year’s

license on good premises nearby, which

the Durham team (including volunteers)
have made into a top class stylish bike

shop in record time. We are very grateful to
Durham County Council for their support,
particularly Dave Wafer and his team

who always found time to listen to our

anguished pleas as time was running out.
Despite all the turmoil we have done a

significant amount of outreach work and
donated many bikes to people referred
to us (including children), which is

mentioned elsewhere. Sadly we no longer

send bikes to Kenya, because of concerns
over the arrangements, and the trustees
spent some time looking at other ways

to get bikes to the project we had been

supporting. Unfortunately the costs and

logistics were significant and we had too
many other demands at the time, but it
was a worthwhile project which people

were keen to support and it is hoped we

can look at this again. We continue to send
excess bikes to Deerbolt Young Offenders

Institution and to Key Enterprises who then
ship them to The Gambia.

It has been an interesting year and thanks
to our staff, volunteers and generous
supporters Recyke y’bike is in good
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Manager’s Statement
I’ve been at Recyke for almost 2 years now
and I never get tired of the joy on people’s
faces when they ride away with their new
bike. Whether it’s a referral bike or a bike

they’re buying, there’s something magical

about matching someone to a refurbished
bike that they’re going to treasure. I love

how excited the

team gets at the weird and wonderful

donations that come in, the vintage gems

and obscure parts. I love the camaraderie

between staff and volunteers and the thirst
for learning that the whole team shares.

I love it when we can make a dangerous
bike safe for a child to enjoy and when
we can offer our expertise to our local

community free of charge. I love it when
we can work in partnership with other

organisations; sharing skills, resources and
ideas.

This year has been challenging for

everyone, everywhere. We’re always
grateful to our donors, customers,
volunteers, staff and partners

but it’s only when everything is

stripped back that you realise
exactly how essential each

individual component is to
keeping the whole system

working. Recyke y’bike is a

huge team effort involving
thousands of people each

year and I’m thankful for every

single one.

After a major premises move

in early 2019 we’d hoped for a

steady year where we could start

to settle into a rhythm. It was not to

be. We began our financial year with

a decision to cease operating from our

central Newcastle location, The Journey.

The aim of The Journey was to encourage

cycle commuting by providing convenient
repairs and servicing for people working
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in town. It was always

intended that the shop

would cover its running
costs but, despite best
efforts, it was running

at a loss which couldn’t
be justified. We also

got the news that we’d

need to find alternative

premises in Durham due to
the re-development of the

bus station on North Road. With
support from Durham County

Council - who were keen to keep

Recyke y’bike in Durham - we began
the hunt for a new home.

Coming out of The Journey enabled us to
focus attention on our new site on Byker
in Byker. This exciting new space was

providing a great base for community
outreach work. Regular ‘pop up’ bike

repair sessions delivered in the local

area helped us get to know some of the

local young people. These sessions were
often delivered in partnership with Kids

Kabin who generously shared their local

knowledge and street work expertise. We
discovered that the kids in Byker had a

significant enthusiasm for bikes! We began
to seek funding for a junior volunteer

project so that we could provide more

busy but not as busy as anticipated in
terms of student footfall.

We did see a significant increase in both
financial and bike donations from the
public as we highlighted some of the

outreach work taking place. The Barbour

Foundation, Newcastle County Council and
the Rotherly Trust funded energy-saving
improvements at Byker including a new

heating system for the offices which greatly
improves the working conditions for staff.

structured activities and give young people

At the beginning of 2020 we made the

and life skills. Shears Foundation and the St

order to bring expenditure under control.

Volunteer Club got off the ground.

The Journey were slow to move across to

In Durham we saw our usual surge in

as team members left for other roles. Costs

an opportunity to develop wider workplace

difficult decision to reduce staff costs in

Hilda’s Trust came to our aid and the Young

Whilst the Byker site was busy, clients from

sales of student bikes in late summer and

autumn of 2019. The new site at Byker was
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the new site. Redundancies were avoided
were reduced but so too was capacity.
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The resilience,

commitment and sheer
hard graft from our

team over this period
makes me incredibly

proud. We’re a smaller

workforce but one

that’s proved we can

adapt quickly to change,

learn and improve. We’re

moving into the next

financial year stronger, with a

clearer vision for what we want

to achieve. We’ve secured a new

base to work from in Durham and

the team have done an brilliant job

fitting it out using salvaged materials.

As ever I’m incredibly grateful to everyone
who contributes to the success of Recyke
Then Covid 19 hit. We didn’t know what to
expect and put all but two members of

staff on furlough whilst we developed new,

safe ways of working. We reduced opening
hours, introduced an appointment system
and changed the layout at Byker. Durham
remained closed for longer due to limited
space for social distancing. Emergency

funding from Sport England followed by

grants from both Local Authorities eased

the pressure and enabled us to gradually
bring the team back to work. A boom in

bike sales and servicing kept us busy and
funding from Cycling UK enabled us to

provide free servicing and repairs to Key
Workers.

y’bike. To our donors, funders, customers,
supporters, volunteers and staff - a

heartfelt thank you. Special thanks go

to our trustees who have put in a huge

amount of additional work during the Covid
crisis, meeting regularly online and dealing
with seemingly endless calls and emails.

Our previous Chair - John Litherland - who
retired in November 2019 and Ben Hoare
- our current Chair - deserve special

recognition. It’s no minor task being Chair
at Recyke and this year in particular has

thrown up time-consuming challenge after
time-consuming challenge. I’m grateful
for the very practical help as well as the
support, advice and encouragement.

Sara Newson, General Manager
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Projects
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Supported Volunteering
What do a shopkeeper, a car mechanic, a

barber, an ex boy-soldier, a retired engineer
and a bike mechanic have in common?
Well at first glance probably not a great

deal, but when you put them together in

a safe and friendly environment and give
them a shared task to complete, mix in
some humour, kindness, consideration

and universal topics of conversation like

football, then good things start to happen.
A few months ago Mary Harper from

Northumbria Police Central Engagement
Team asked if Recyke y’bike would be

interested in getting involved in a scheme
developed to get people seeking asylum
into local community projects to prevent
possible exploitation by unscrupulous
people. Of course we jumped at the

chance, after all that is one of the things

So what did we do? A lot of fixing things

and alterations to the building at Byker to
make the space more suited to how we

use it. Tasks that no one ever has the time

for, would like to do but there’s not enough

hours in the day to start or complete them.
The four lads from Eritrea, volunteer Bill
Nevin and I started looking around the

building and seeing what we could fix, using
very limited materials. At first the lads were
a bit nervous, not really sure what it was all
about, but with Bill providing laconic, selfdeprecating humour and years of expert

knowledge on construction we were soon
flying along.

The lads also got to know others at Recyke
and little by little felt less nervous and part
of the whole project.

Recyke y’bike is about, that is partly why

Their enthusiasm was brilliant and before

projects like this. I was asked if I’d like to do

and parking me and Bill off to one side

bikes are sold - so that we can engage with

long they were initiating their own ideas

this and I said yes, of course.

while they got on with the task at hand.
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Teddy, Tatta, Able and Henok are now

more like friends than just co-workers

and, despite the Lockdown which has put

everything on hold until further notice, they
continue to visit the project from time to

time to see when they can come back. It’s
a very long road from Eritrea to Newcastle,
it’s a long road from Benwell (where the
lads live) to Byker, it’s a long road from
being seen initially as a ‘charity-case/

victim’ to co-worker and friend. Many miles
have been covered.

Nick Janczak, Mechanic
We partnered with Walking With The

Wounded to provide opportunities for
veterans to volunteer. Four attendees

became regulars (before lockdown put

the program on pause), providing us with

their wealth of experience and transferable
skills. “Before I started to volunteer I had no
interest in being in a working environment

again as I grew to believe I was not capable
of work anymore.

Being a regular attendee at ‘Recyke Y Bike’
has shown me that a work place can be

adapted to suit my needs and that it really
does not need to be about what I can’t do,
but more about what I can do. I now look

forward to going and I know I will be tested
and learn new skills as well as using some
of my old skills I learned in the army, such
as ensuring my work space is clean and
tidy and working in a methodical order.”

The Young Volunteers Project has a core

of the

Recyke y’bike

team and font of bike

wisdom - the young people learn about

stripping down and refurbishing bikes. They

also learn, sometimes without noticing, how
to deal with customers, follow workplace

Health and Safety guidelines, work as part
of a diverse team, ask for help, problem
solve, negotiate and many other things
besides.

Founding member, Layton says he likes
coming because “It raises money for

charity and it’s fun to learn brand new stuff.
It gets me out the house and makes me fit,

this is why I love coming here. I learned how
to fit brake cables and gear cables. I know

how to fit a freewheel and a tyre and I even
built my own bike what I can ride around
on.”

team of ten incredibly committed young

people who attend on Saturdays. Mentored
by Peter Gregory - long serving member
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‘Pop up’ bike repairs
It’s one of those strange things. We didn’t

However, the obstacles may have looked

advertise something like this? This also

to Peter, the Recyke y’bike Pied Piper,

somewhere and had no custom we could

the estate. ‘Pete’s the main man to sort

advertise the service. Where would you

exciting but they were nothing compared

gives us the flexibility that if we were

whose reputation precedes him through

move on to another venue.

your bike you know’ and ‘If Pete can’t sort it

Well we need not have worried. First

youngsters and bikes to access the repair

session outside of the Byker Community

Trust and we had young people passing

who stopped to ask what we were doing.

Within what seemed like seconds but was

then no one can’. We never had to wait for
service, they were lining up as we were
setting up.

A cyclical summer of brake cables, seat

probably minutes we had two sisters and

adjustments and puncture repairs.

different stages of disrepair. I say their

Bruce Robertson, Youth
Worker

their friend returning with their bikes in

bikes, but I remember thinking ‘that’s the

wrong size for her’. This was a thought that
returned many times over the following
weeks. Just because the bike may be

the wrong size it doesn’t mean it can’t be
ridden.

Over the following weeks we engaged

with many children and young people.

Quite often we saw the same bikes and

youngsters, it seems that some bikes lead a
hard life in Byker and are in constant need
of some tender loving care. We also met

parents who would come across and say
they needed their bikes sorted. Anything

was possible and as they say, ‘shy bairns
get nowt’.

We then moved on to a new patch where
the Community Trust and the YMCA were
holding a bike skills course where the

youngsters had the opportunity to ride their
bikes over a series of obstacles. Great fun,
or so it looked.
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Bike giveaways
Our referral scheme is always in high

demand but this year, during lockdown,

“The bike has made a huge

demand soared way beyond manageable

impact on their well-being and

A Crowdfunding campaign via Aviva

dramatically.”

Bags of Help enabled us to close the

“We got the bike today for my

levels.

Community Fund plus a grant from Tesco
Byker shop for a week in July to focus on

lockdown referrals. We managed to give

away 90 bikes between January and July
2020. We have 58 people still waiting.

At the time of writing we are reviewing the

improved their quality of life

son. You should saw him, he
was so happy, Thank u very
much again.”

criteria with a view to restricting referrals to

“This is a great scheme and

Although the high demand has created

us be part of it, we really do

a manageable level.

additional pressure for the team we are
still committed to this piece of work as
it creates such life changing
results. On average a

referral bike costs £97

to produce. A weekly
bus pass costs

appreciate it and I’m sure our
patients will benefit greatly
from it.”

Bike giveaways

£15 so a bike

Bikes to Key Enterprise

222

saves a

Bikes to Deerbolt Prison

329

potentially

person £780
per year.

Bikes to Walking With

11

from workers

Bikes to Heaton Goonies
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Feedback
making

referrals and

beneficiaries

includes:
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our many thanks for letting

Bikes to FODI

20

Bikes to Newcastle
Student Union

26

Bikes to ACANE
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Future plans
Our plans for the next 12 months

include further developing our impact

measurement in order to better understand
what’s working well and where we

might need to change approach. We’re

developing a wider outreach strategy in
Durham and we’re currently recruiting

an apprentice in Byker to train in a front
of house role. Offering volunteering and

employment opportunities to local young
people will continue to be a key strand of
our work going forwards.

A BIG Thank you to:
Newcastle City Council
Durham County Council
Sport England
Shears Foundation
St Hilda’s Trust
Barbour Foundation
Rotherly Trust
Sir James Knott Trust
Hadrian Trust
Sage Foundation
NE Youth
ARP Design
Lycetts
Aviva Community Fund
Tesco Bags of Help
Bottletop Foundation
Good Gym
Newcastle Children’s Mission
All our Crowdfunder supporters
Our customers, donors, volunteers,
staff and trustees!
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